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Last year, Anjali Menon also tried her luck in a similar film called Sivappu. The film did well. This
year, after all the media buzz and interest, a different kind of reality show is in the offing -
Thalsamayam Oru Penkutty. It's a format that we are quite familiar with, having watched films like
'Ed TV' and 'The Truman Show', and in the Malayalam version a television company decides to
telecast live, the life of a young girl called Manjula Ayyappan (Nithya Menon). She's the first
contestant of a reality show that has been titled 'Thalsamayam Oru Penkutti', that has an entire
camera crew following her wherever she goes, capturing on the lens whatever she does. He says the
idea struck him when he was amused and intrigued by the popularity of reality shows of all kinds and
the way many television viewers moved away from serials to get hooked to reality shows based on
music, dance, comedy, drama, familial and societal problems and so on I discussed this at great
length with film editor Ajith Kumar because the movie required two kinds of editing one for the
television show and one for the film. So almost all through the movie there are two parallel visual
narratives one that shows the work of a television production crew at work and another that tracks
Manju who is pushed into the limelight, explains Rajeev. The movie is about a girl Manjula Aiyyappan
(Played by Nithya Menen) and how her life changes drastically when she is thrown in to the world of
reality shows. A leading news channel, Real TV decides to increase their prime time TRPs by
telecasting a new kind of a reality show called Thalsamayam Oru Penkutty that captures every
movement of a girl. Through the journey she sometimes becomes a social worker, sometimes a
representative of women and some more. The channels attempt to cash all these events gives the
movie the required spices and those same spices spoils the movie.
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according to nandini mohan, the director of research at the south asia center for the study of
international development at harvard university, bollywood has been getting more intelligent and
nuanced since 2004 when big b gave kuch kuch hota hai. even today, a lot of films have dealt with
the acute problems of india like the dirty picture, while films like u turn, don, no smoking gaon and

thalsamayam oru penkutty, about middle-aged, orthodox women, are set in a context that is
meaningful to audiences in kerala. without commenting on the larger trend, thalsamayam is a good
example of how local films can combine social issues and entertainment effectively. caste, i think is
the biggest problem we still need to tackle in india, you can understand it in the film because the

character is in power, yet the film is not overly ideological, according to nandini. while thalsamayam
is expected to do well, anirudh has to perform in the difficult second half. he was among the lead

cast that featured in the malayalam debut film saattil oru porantakkattu, directed by mohanlal and
scripted by fazil and p. padmarajan. rangoli, tamil remake of the 2004 hindi film tanu weds manu, is
the next project for him. "i have been learning video editing/animation software and the other day i
was challenged to create a tamil news video that inspired by tamil nadu's official song composed by

s jaishankar and lyrics penned by ramesh thilak. i felt it is a great opportunity to try and produce
something with the least amount of knowledge and that is a time consuming task," mishra told ians.
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